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T0 @ZZ whom it may concern: l 
Be it known that I, JOHN H. EIoKEEsHoEF, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at Oin 
cinnati, in the county of Hamilton and State 
of Ohio, haveinvented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Game-Boards, of which the 
following is a speciñcation. 
The object of my invention is to produce a 

mechanical game-board by means of~which a 
great variety of games may be played with the 
same apparatus, by which many of the old and 
well-known in_door games may be played by 
different means and with variations of method 
which render them more attractive, by which 
novel and amusing combinations of questions 
and answers, quotations, or the like may be 
produced, and by which the variety of such 
combinations may be multiplied at will; and 
my invention consists in the mechanism and 
combinations and arrangements of parts here 
inafter described and claimed. 

In the drawings, Figure l is a plan view of 
a game-board embodying my invention; Fig. 
v2, a section on line 2 2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3, a plan 
View of a modification embodying my inven 
tion; Fig. 4, a section on line 4 4 of Fig. 3. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show in plan disks selected to 
illustrate the method of arrangement for some 
of the games. 
The reference-letter A denotes a box or case 

adapted to contain my device, and B a plate 
mounted to rotate in the box A. 

C, C', O2, and O3 represent game-disks 
mounted to rotate on the plate B, D a flat 
spring adapted to contact with the periph 
eries of the disks, and E an indicator. 
The containing~box A and plate B may be 

of any desired form and are preferably made 
of light wood or heavy cardboard, t-he plate be 
ing mounted to rotate freelyin the box. This 
rotatable mounting may be accomplished in 
various ways, two of which are illustrated in 
the drawings.~' In Figs. l and 2 the plate is 
shown as carried by a central knob b, which 
is pivoted to the bottom of the box by means 
of pivot-screw b’. At the base of the pivot 
the bottom is preferably reinforced by av plate 
a, which also serves as the bearing for the 
knob b. In Figs. 3 and 4 the knob b is hung 
upon the pivot b2 and swings clear of the re 
inforcing-plate a, thus avoiding friction. At 

intervals on the plate B are pivoted disks C 
Ov', dac., preferably with their peripheries proà 
jecting beyond the periphery of the plate, so 
that upon rotation thereof they contact with 
the flexible spring D, which may be secured 
to the side of the box A, as at d. This piv 
oted mounting may also be accomplished in 
various ways, two of which I have illustrated 
in the drawings. 
In Figs. l and 2 I have shown each disk as 

provided with a central> hub c, adapted to 
take over pivot-pins c’ on the plate B and 
rotate thereon, with the upper surface of the 
plate as a bearing. The hub c is open at 
both ends, so that either face of the disks may 
be exposed. 

In Figs. 3 and 4 I have shown the plate B as 
provided with pivoted disks c2, permanently 
mounted thereon, each of which is provided 
with a square or other polygonal projection c3. 
The disks C C', duc., are provided with corre 
sponding polygonal-shaped central openings 
adapted to take over projections c3 and hold 
their disks in position on disks c2 with either 
face exposed. The upper faces of disks o2 
when not covered by disks O O', dac., may also 
be used. The latter method is preferable, as 
it is not necessary to provide each disk with 
a separate hub, one set of disks c2 serving as 
mounting for all the disks C O’, dac. The faces 
of the disks O O', doc., are provided with vari 
ous configurations characteristic of the game 
to be played, and an indicator E is mounted 
on knob b, with a hand e pointing to the pe 
riphery of each disk. 
In Fig. l I have shown disks adapted for a 

game of question and answer, in which each 
disk is divided into a number of sectors, each 
containing a printed answer to some general 
question relating, for instance, to one of the 
important factors in human life and the disks 
named in accordance with the factors selected. 
Thus the four disks in Fig. l are named, re 
spectively, “Business,” “ Pleasure,” “ Love,’7 
and “Hate” and each provided with its ap 
propriate answers. The operator asks,silently 
or otherwise, a question relating to> the sub 
ject-matter indicated by the name given to 
one of the disks and then whirls the plate B 
by means of the knob b. As the disks O are 
carried around by the plate their peripheries 
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contact with the spring D, which imparts to 
them a rapid rotary movement, which contin 
ues foi-some time after the contact has ceased. 
“Then all movement has ceased, the hands e 
point to an answer on the selected disk. 
In Fig. 3 I have illustrated the application 

of my invention to another form of game, 
which, so far as I am aware, is in itself new. 
In this case there are iive disks C C', tbc., 
each divided into ten sectors, in each of which 
is placed one of the numbers from “l” to 
“50,” there being in all fifty sectors, one 
for each number up to fifty. In this case 
also I have shown the spring D’ of a slightly 
diiïerent form from spring D of Fig. l, but 
performing the same function in the same 
way. The object is to count from one to a se 
lected number-fifty, for instance-by suc 
cessive operations of the device, and the game 
is adapted for any number of players. The 
first player, if there be more than one, turns 
the knob, and it when the disks stop either 
hand registers with the iigure “ l ” one is 
counted. If at the same operation another 
hand happens to register at the figure “2,” 
two is also counted, and the player may add 
the “ l ” and “2,” thereby counting three. If 
a third lhand happens to register with the iig 
ure “4,” four is counted, and by adding the 
“l” live, by adding the “2” six, by adding 
the “3” seven, the., the plan being to count 
any successive numbers when indicated by 
the hand or obtained by addition of the num 
bers indicated by all the hands, it being re 
quired, however, that-at each operation one 
hand must point to the player’s starting-num 
ber for that operation. If the starting-num 
ber is not indicated, the player’s turn is at an 
end. In Fig. 3 I have shown the hands regis 
tering with the numbers “1,” “2,” “4,” “ S,” 
and “16.” This combination permits count 
ing thirty-one by one rotation. This game 
affords both amusement and intellectual train 
ing, as the great number of permutations ob 
tainable from the iive indicated numbers re 
quires no little exercise of the mathematical 
faculty to detect those required on the spur 
of the moment. This game may be varied 
indefinitely by changes in the n umber of disks 
or number of sectors on each disk or numbers 
to be obtained or the method of counting with 
out affecting in any degree the mechanical 
principles upon which it depends. 

In Figs. öand G I have illustrated stillother 
configurations of disks adapted to use in other 
games. Fig. 5 shows a disk adapted for use 
in spelling matches, which is divided into ten 
sectors, each labeled with a different letter, 
either capitalorsmall. The “J”and “I” be 
ing made identical, the fifty sectors provided 
by iive such disks accommodate all the letters 
of the alphabet, both capital and small. In 
this game the letters indicated by the hands 
e after successive whirlin gs of the plate B are 
to be used in their proper order in spelling a 
selected word. Fig. 6 shows a disk adapted 
for use in playing dominees, thus providing 

for the twenty-eight different colnbinations. 
A number of counters or markers are placed 
on the table, and a certain number are given 
to each of the players, who endeavor to get 
rid of them in accordance with the ordinary 
rules of dominees, the playing-hand of each 
player at each turn consisting of the four 
doniinoes indicated by the four indicator 
hands after his operation of the device. 
The form of my invention illustrated and 

described in this specification is capable of 
many modifications without departing from 
its spirit, and I do not Wish to limit myself 
to any specific form of mechanism or its ap 
plication to any specific kind of game; but 
What I claim as my invention is f 
l. The combination, in a game-board, of a 

revoluble plate; one or more rotatable disks 
mounted on the plate bearing insignia char 
acteristic of the game to be played; an indi 
cator adapted to designate sectors of they 
disks corresponding with the individual ele 
ments of the groups of insignia; means for 
rotating the plate; and a contact-piece adapt 
ed to engage with the peripheries of the disks 
as the plate rotates. 

2. The combination, in a game-board, ot' a 
revoluble plate; one or more rotatable disks 
mounted on the plate bearing insignia char 
acteristic of the game to be played; an indi 
cator adapted to designate sectors of the 
disks corresponding with the individual ele 
ments of the group of insignia; a knob on the 
plate whereby it may be revolved; and a con 
tact-piece adapted to engage with the periph 
eries of the disks as the plate rotates. 

3. The combination, in a game-board, of a 
revoluble plate; one or more rotatable disks 
mounted on the plate bearing insignia char 
acteristic of the gaine to be played; an indi 
cator mounted on the plate and adapted to 
designate sectors on the disks corresponding 
with the individual elements of the groups of 
insignia; a knob on the plate whereby it may 
be revolved; and a spring adapted t-o contact 
with the peripheries of the disks as the plate 
rotates‘. 

4. The combination, in a game-board, of a 
revoluble plate; one or more pivots arranged 
at intervals on the plate; one or more disks 
bearing insignia characteristic of the game 
to be played and adapted to rotate on the 
pivots; an indicator mounted on the plate and 
adapted to designate characters on the disks; 
means for 'revolving the plate; and a spring 
adapted to contact with the peripheries of the 
disks as the plate rotates. 

5. The combination in a toy, of a revoluble 
plate; one or more supporting-disks pivoted 
at intervals on the plate and provided with 
central polygonal projections; one or more 
disks bearing insignia characteristic ot' the 
game to be played and central polygonal 
shaped openings adapted to take over the 
projections on the supporting-disks; an indi 
cator mounted on the plate and adapted to 
designate characters on the disks; means for 
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revolving the plate; and a spring adapted to 
Contact with the peripheries of the disks as 
the plate rotates. 

6. The combination, in a game-board, of a 
plate; a series of disks pivotally mounted on 
said4 plate, each disk bearing a differing series 
of numbers arranged in sectors on the disk, 
and means for imparting an independent ro 
tation to the disks. 

7. The combination, in a game-board, of a 
plate; a series of disks pivotally mounted on 

D 
t) 

said plate, each disk bearing a differing series 
of numbers arranged in sectors on the disk, 
the numbers on the several disks, when com 
bined, constituting an unbroken series and 
means for imparting an independent rotation 
to the disks. 

JOHN I-I. EICKERSHOFF. 

Witnesses: 
v BRAYTON G. RICHARDS, 

THOMAS D. CoRRY. 


